Late–August Specials from...

Scripture Truth

Prices good thru August 31, 2019 or while supplies last

Lies Men Believe  by Michael Robert Wolgemuth
This 299-page hardcover exposes some of the most common lies about God, ourselves, sin, work, family, money, and more—and explains how they hold you back from freedom, joy, and intimacy with the Lord and others.

The Bible And Its Wines  by Charles W. Ewing
The word “wine” in the Bible includes both “fermented” and “unfermented” forms of juice. Hebrew and Greek words that are used for the word “wine” are examined and explained in this 165-page hardcover. The author presents evidence promoting total abstinence from alcohol.

Susie: The Life & Legacy Of Susannah Spurgeon  by Ray Rhodes, Jr.
Drawing from expert resources and letters from Charles and Susannah Spurgeon and their friends, this 294-page hardcover introduces readers to this extraordinary woman. Her resilience, kind and generous spirit, and love for the Lord will embolden you to aspire to do more for Him.

Using the KJV text and Strong’s numbers, this two-volume paperback set (1,800 pages) combines the features of a dictionary and a concordance into commentary notes. A good tool for anyone who wants the meaning behind key words in the New Testament.
Retail Price: $49.98  Our Price: $32.99

Systematic Theology  Biblical & Historical  by Robert Duncan Culver
This 1,304-page hardcover is a treasure trove for the student of the Bible. This volume is written in a readable way and is the perfect core to the library of anyone who loves to learn. Subjects include: the doctrine of God, the doctrine of man as created, the doctrine of man as fallen, the doctrine of salvation, the doctrine of last things, the doctrine of Christ, and more.
Retail Price: $54.95  Our Price: $36.99

Al Smith’s Treasury Of Hymn Histories
First published more than 30 years ago, this classic by Mr. Smith contains over 115 “Hymn Histories” or stories behind the hymn and/or the writer of the hymn. Bound in bonded leather. 300+ pages. A nice keepsake for yourself or gift for others.
Retail Price: $39.99  Our Price: $31.95

This overview of basic Christian doctrine covers topics such as God the Father, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Bible, salvation, and more. Comprehensive in scope yet written to be accessible to the average reader—with non-technical vocabulary, minimal footnotes, and a helpful bibliography—this 1,152-page hardcover provides a solid foundation for what they believe and why.
Retail Price: $60.00  Our Price: $41.99

Charting The Bible Chronologically  by Ed Hindson & Thomas Ice
From “In the beginning” to the New Jerusalem, this theologically sound and easily understood 144-page hardcover gives readers a panoramic view of the events recorded in Scripture in chronological order.
$29.99  $20.99
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When A Nation Turns Its Back To God by Paul Chappell
Subtitle: "Living As A Bible-Believing Minority In The USA".
$3.95 Our Price: $3.25

Books by Paul Chappell
Pastor of Lancaster Baptist Church in CA since 1986. Founder of West Coast Baptist College and Striving Together Publications.

Leaders Who Make A Difference $4.99
Making Home Work (parenting) $15.99
Out Of Commission: (witnessing) $11.99
Renew (devotional) $7.99
Sacred Motives $7.99
Stewarding Life $13.50
Take It Personally (witnessing) $7.99
The Burden Bearer $11.99
The Spiritual Leader $17.99
Time Our For Parents (devotional) $7.99

The Steps Of A Good Man: Embracing the Commitments Of Godly Manhood, Eldon Martens (PB) $8.50
Shew Thyself A Man, Eldon Martens (PB) $8.50

Books by Cary Schmidt
Pastor of Emmanuel Baptist Church of Newington, CT.

Secret Doubts: Tim Zacharias (PB) $7.99
Buy The Field: Rob Fleshman (PB) $9.99
Trusting God In Troubled Times: Ouelette (HC) $11.99
God’s Passion: Bud Calvert (PB) $11.99
Emotional Victory: Bud Calvert (HC) $11.99

Books by John Goetsch
Revival speaker, author, and executive V.P. of West Coast Baptist College.
The Saviour Sensitive Church: (HC) $4.50
At The Core Of Revival And Evangelism $7.99
Mentoring & Modeling: $9.50
Stand: $7.99
Contemporary Compromise: (HC) $13.50
21st Century Revival: Is It Possible? (HC) $6.50
Revival Today (devo.) $11.99

Books by Don Sisk
Bible, Cary Schmidt

The Value Of Christian Education $3.25
The Purpose Of The Lord $4.99
Does God Care What We Wear? $3.25
One Way Or Many Ways? $3.99
The Biblical Sanctity Of Life $5.50
Same Sex Marriage? $6.50
The Blessings & Pitfalls Of Social Networking $7.99
Biblical Principles For Music And Worship $8.50
How Like-Minded Men Can Avoid Unnecessary Divisions $9.50
What Does The Bible Say About Speaking In Tongues? $11.99
Does God Care What We Wear? $11.99
The Purpose Of The Lord’s Table $13.50
The Value Of Christian Education $17.99

Striving Together “Impact” Books
(smaller size paperbacks & hardcovers. KJV text)

Done. What Most Religions Don’t Tell You About The Bible, Cary Schmidt $2.50
Protect Your Purity: Four Keys To Guarding Your Heart, Don Sisk $3.25
Bitter Or Better: Emerging Victorious Through Trials, Don Sisk $3.25
I’m Not OK: Defeating The Root Of Pride & Discovering The Grace Of God, Paul Chappell $3.25
Try Me: Unexpected Joy In Unexpected Difficulties, Larry Chappell $3.25
All Things Through Christ: The 10 Most Powerful Words You Will Ever Understand, Paul Chappell $3.25
Living On God’s Economy: 10 ReasonsTo Place Your Financial Hope In The Promises Of God, Paul Chappell $3.99

What Is A Biblical Fundamentalist? P. Chappell $5.50
First Steps For New Christians: Establishing Biblical Direction For New Christians, Paul Chappell $2.50
Leaders Who Make A Difference: Leadership Lessons From 3 Great Bible Leaders, Paul Chappell $4.99
The Heart Of The Shepherd: Embracing God’s Provision For Life’s Journey, Stephen Chappell (HC) $5.50
Faith And Finances: Eternal Promises For Today’s Resources, Tim Rosen $4.99
Strengthen Your Hands: How Godly Leaders Remain Strong In The Work Of The Lord, Paul Chappell $3.99
One Thing: Confronting The Obstacle Between You And Christ, Paul Schwanke $2.50
Laborers Together: Defining And Developing Your Relationship With Your Pastor, Jerry Ferrso $3.25

Contemporary Issues
15 different paperbacks with the average page count of 46.

We are currently in the process of moving our office from 35 Huff Road in Fincastle to 458 Botetourt Road in Fincastle. Our phone number will remain the same after we move.